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Chapter One: The Eclectic Roots of
Tiffany’s Painting Style

Louis Comfort Tiffany (1848–1933) formed a specific painting style by
assimilating techniques, subject matter, design, color use, and composition
from various artists. His fully developed style, which evolved out of years
of experimentation, stresses a specific painting technique and color use. It
was developed in four stages. In the first stage, Tiffany copied color use,
subject matter and actual painting technique from his early teachers, after
experiencing difficulties in drawing. His first paintings illustrate this
eclectic learning process, resembling the works of George Inness and
Samuel Colman. The second stage in the evolution of Tiffany’s painting
style was the formation of a specific color painting method. This is visible
in his first colorist work, entitled Fruit Vendors Under the Seawall at
Nassau.1 The third evolutionary stage was the formation of two specific
painting styles, an Orientalist landscape style and the Couture-Colman
style, which were the results of different painting methods. Tiffany
developed these two styles simultaneously in the early 1870s. The fourth
stage in Tiffany’s painting career was the assimilation of these two styles
into one. It was this amalgamation of approaches, which created the
foundation for his fully formed style.

The sources of Tiffany’s painting style are found in his early paintings.
These works illustrate his eclectic learning process, whereby he imitated
three American artists’ style, techniques and designs.

Louis Comfort Tiffany began his artistic career at Eagleswood
Military Academy in Perth Amboy, New Jersey, where he studied drawing,
painting and anatomy from 1862–1865.2 It was Tiffany’s drawing
difficulties, combined with his fascination with color, that led to a career
as a colorist. His lifelong difficulty with drawing was temporarily
suppressed in 1863, when he received a silver medal award for drawing.3
The sketch, dated July 7, 1864, is entitled Award For Proficiency in



Drawing.4 It was a prize possession for Tiffany. It depicts the Academy’s
buildings with front, back and side views, serving as an example of
Tiffany’s thoroughness in his art work. The Drawing Award is misleading,
however, as in reality Tiffany had difficulty drawing the accurate
presentation of proportion, depth and form.

Tiffany’s drawing difficulties may be seen in his 1865 European
sketchbook. During November 1865 and continuing through March 1866,
Tiffany traveled to England, France and Italy. There he created a
sketchbook entitled My First Visit to Europe, composed of over 50 pencil
and watercolor sketches.5 These works were not created under the
influence of an art professor and reveal problems with proportion and
accuracy. This statement is supported by a visual analysis of his early
sketches. His difficulty with proportion and depth is visible in the Clock
tower sketch.6 The drawing depicts several closely knit buildings, with
windows and slate roofs that are placed in front of a cathedral which has a
tall tower. Tiffany has some difficulty in the composition of the buildings,
for the angles of the roofs meet awkwardly in the shadows. This problem
with accuracy is visible is his later works. Tiffany never addresses this
problem, instead covering the lack of structure with shading, or in later
works, layers of color or clothing. This is why his later paintings of ships,
buildings or people appear spineless, or without support. Tiffany
developed as a colorist, yet lacked the foundation skills in drawing.

Tiffany’s difficulty on drawing the human figure is seen in
Maidenhood, which is a watercolor and pencil portrait of his bride, Mary
Goddard.7 His problems with proportion, apparent in the small face,
elongated body and tiny hands, continue throughout his painting career.
His difficulty with depth is seen in the fact that the figure lies flat on the
page.

At Eagles wood, Tiffany was strongly influenced by the artist in
residence, George Inness, who arrived there in 1863. He was not officially
employed as an instructor; however Tiffany frequented Inness’s studio and
learned a distinct painting technique from the great artist. This technique
is evident in Tiffany’s second extant oil painting entitled Landscape with
Seated Figure.8



This painting emphasizes Inness’s painting technique, which was
described by George Sheldon, via his observation of George Inness at
work, as follows:

“First he stains his white fresh canvas with Venetian red, but not
enough to lose the sense of transparency. Then, with a piece of charcoal, he
draws, more or less carefully, the outlines of the picture, afterwards
confirming the outline with a pencil and puts in a few of the prominent
shadows with a little ivory-black on a brush. His principle pigments are
white, very little black, Antwerp blue, Indian red and lemon-chrome. He
begins anywhere on the canvas, and works in mass from generals to
particulars, keeping his shadows thin and transparent, allowing the red
with which the canvas was stained to come through as part of the color.
When the work is sufficiently dry, he adds to his palette cobalt (for the
sake of giving permanency to the blues), brown and pink. The last steps
are glazing, delicate painting, scumbling, and the use of any additional
pigments that are needed.”9

Tiffany adopted this painting process, which is visible in Landscape
With Seated Figure. The work is Tiffany’s interpretation of the French
Barbizon School, which recalls the work of Emile Corot. Although the
painting retains Corot’s coloring of yellow ochre and moss green, a visual
analysis reveals Tiffany’s use of the Inness Technique.

The painting contains a red under painting, which is visible of the
stone wall, the gate area, the man’s trousers and in the fore and midground
grassy area. Tiffany used a charcoal outline to begin with the composition
and proceeded from large shapes to the very small. As instructed by
George Inness, the painting depicts minute details on the surface, as part
of the final touches. These are visible in the tiny brush strokes which
compose the foreground.

Besides using the Inness painting technique, Tiffany borrowed the
subject matter, Hence the imagery, from the French Barbizon School, as it
was described to him by George Inness. In this interpretation, the pastoral
scene includes the great foreground tree, a seated figure, several sheep in
the background, a crumbled country wall and a hazy afternoon mist in the
background trees.



As a source and comparison for this painting consider George Inness’s
1855 composition entitled A Road Through the Woods.10 This work
featured the same subject matter: a sheep, a seated figure, a midground
wall, trees and an emphasis on a hazy afternoon light which gleams
through the trees. This light depiction presented a challenge to Tiffany
who painted over it with a white over glazing and its effect is not highly
successful.

Tiffany’s drawing difficulties appear in this painting, as seen in the
human figure. Note that the feet appear quite large, the jacket and shoulder
are perhaps out of joint, and, as Tiffany could not yet draw faces, the head
it turned away from the viewer. The figure wears a black cap and tie, with
a white shirt, which is a very French outfit that recalls the Edouard Manet
painting, Luncheon on the Grass. The Tiffany figure closely resembles the
Manet Luncheon figure in his poae. The American version of French style
painting is in keeping with Inness’s teachings, who reputedly said “the best
way to teach art is the Paris way.”11

Aside from the Arcadian scenes, Inness created religious paintings the
depicted his fascination with Swedenborgian mysticism. Works such as
Signs of the Promise, The Triumph of the Cross and The New Jerusalem
contained iridescent rainbows, radiant crosses, and celestial cities.12

Inness borrowed this imagery from Thomas Cole. Inness created these
works at Eagles wood, while Tiffany was a student, thus he was exposed to
concepts of color-light and iridescence in these early years. Tiffany turned
to these color-light concepts much later in his painting and glass career.
Nevertheless, as a youth, he may have been alienated by Inness, since
shortly after his 1866 return to America, he turned to a new mentor,
Samuel Colman.

In November 1866, Tiffany enrolled at the National Academy of
Design’s antique class, where he drew from plaster casts.13 He may have
met Samuel Colman at the National Academy of Design, who was then an
instructor. He reportedly skipped antique class to paint the scenes of upper
Manhattan.14

In December 1866, he joined the newly formed Society of American
Watercolorists, which was small group of New York artists.15 Certainly, he
knew the Society’s new president, elected in January 1867, Samuel



Colman. Tiffany and Colman developed a close artistic relationship which
endured throughout their respective careers. Tiffany quickly traded his
Eagles wood training for the technique, subject matter and color concepts
of the Hudson River School as expressed by Samuel Colman.

Although Tiffany returned to England and France during the winter of
1868–1869, the work he produced immediately following this journey
does not reflect a distinctly French style.16 He did not return to the United
States to paint French landscapes that echoed the methods of the Barbizon
School. Rather, images of American genre and rivers cape painting
appeared on his canvases. Perhaps this is due to his friendship with
Samuel Colman and the fact that Hudson River painting was in vogue at
the National Academy of Design.

Tiffany’s oil painting entitled Along the Hudson River, created in
1869, echoes the painting technique, style and visual actual setting of
earlier works created by Samuel Colman.17 This similarity is directly
attributed to Samuel Colman’s input.

This painting demonstrates a major change In Tiffany’s painting
technique, style and visual vocabulary from those of his Inness influenced
period. In this painting, Tiffany abandoned the pastoral scene of Arcadia
for the luminist rivers cape painting. His Landscape With Seated Figure
reflects the Inness influenced version of the French Barbizon School with
its yellow ochre coloring and technique. In Along the Hudson, the colors
change to blue and greens.

Along the Hudson uses techniques borrowed from Samuel Colman’s
paintings. It is similar to Colman’s Storm King of the Hudson of 1866.18

Both works have a smooth sky and ground area, as well as active rough
brush work, visible in the white diagonal wave highlights, to depict water
and motion.

In terms of subject matter, Tiffany’s Along the Hudson resembles
Samuel Colman’s Storm King on the Hudson: both works contain a
foreground fishing boat with seated figure or figures, placed between two
river banks, a panoramic river view, midground ships with smokestacks
and sails; and distant sailing ships. In terms of color-light both works
contain a similar emphasis on atmospheric tonality, as seen in the luminist
cloud forms, according to author Gary Reynolds.19



However, in terms of color spot development, Tiffany’s painting
resembles another 1863 Colman work entitled View of the Hudson.20

Colman’s painting contains foreground rocks which are composed of spots
of orange, white and yellow green, which are placed erratically and come
to the surface in the painting. Tiffany employs the color spot concept by
creating blocks of orange, blue and green, which come to the surface in the
wave composition.

Tiffany places a tiny red spot, perhaps a lobster cage, on the dock,
which serves as a focal point for the composition. This small red dot of
paint becomes a common technique in his paintings. It is also found in
Colman’s steamer figures and sail boats.

I believe Tiffany’s first exposure to the use of color spots in painting is
found in this 1865 Hudson River painting by Samuel Colman, which
provided him with a technical example. The use of color spots, scattered
across the page like musical notes, are described by Tiffany in later
lectures as a critical component of painting.

Tiffany’s Along the Hudson also contains a subtle patterning of color
in the midground building composition. These buildings are composed
with red and blue rectangles that alternate rhythmically. This harmonic use
of color becomes amplified in later Tiffany paintings. The artist enhances
the small spots of color by placing against light blue and green in water
and sky. These color concepts are already visible in Along the Hudson, but
are not fully developed.

Tiffany assimilates the four different styles of artists in his oil painting
entitled The View of the Palisades, New Jersey.21 He incorporates the style
of Thomas Cole, George Inness, Samuel Colman and George Harvey in
this work. Tiffany was exposed to the work of Thomas Cole through
George Inness who was painting Cole’s last works during the Eagleswood
experience.

Tiffany’s View of the Palisades, New Jersey represents an attempt to
master the American sublime beauty as depicted by the paintings of
Thomas Cole. The brush work in this painting opposes the smoothness
found in Along the Hudson River. The work utilizes a very active course
brush stroke, which experiments with the surface plane and the painting’s



over all depth. This is the first rivers cape that depicts such rough brush
work.

Tiffany borrows the brilliant orange foliage directly from Thomas
Cole, hence his painting is eclectic. Tiffany’s View of the Palisades, New
Jersey is similar to Cole’s Clove Catskill. (1828), since both use Alzarin
Orange, which recalls Cole’s notion of the sublime wilderness.22 Tiffany’s
painting evokes Cole’s sublime beauty as it depicts a rough wilderness.
The teres are knarled and contorted, which evokes thoughts on an untamed
land. The foreground rocks form a barrier which stops the viewer from
entering the painting. The Palisades rocks are painted roughly, their forms
are not well defined. Both works emphasize calligraphic white highlights.
Tiffany’s painting technique has thus changed in the View of the Palisades,
New Jersey painting.

The View of the Palisades, New Jersey painting is painted very thinly.
On the edges of the painting one can see the canvas. He employed the
Inness method of painting: a red umber under painting is visible in the
Palisades cliffs. There are no small spots of local color nor attention to
detail. It was painted very quickly, as indicated by the brush work, perhaps
as an emotional expression.

A possible source for the Palisades painting may be George Harvey’s
1840 oil painting entitled A View of the Palisades Cliffs.23 The two works
are similar in subject matter and vertical cliff composition. Tiffany
borrows the notion of rhythm, using a series of alternating vertical stripes
to compose the cliffs. Both works use alternating green and brown colors
in the cliffs. The Harvey was in the National Academy of Design and was
surely seen by Tiffany.

Tiffany developed his painting style in stages. The first painting in
which a specific color method is visible is entitled Fruit vendors Under a
Seawall at Nassau, 1870.24 The basic color painting traits are seen in the
use of foreground color spots, illustrated by the red, green and yellow caps
worn by the figures. These dots of color are placed in the center area, in
close relationship to each other. They stand out against the white textured
wall and against the tan hats that the other figures wear. This use of color
spots is a painting trait that has been termed Tiffany’s “jewel like use of
color,” since the small turbans vary in color like faceted jewels. For



example, one cap is woven with yellow, orange and green stripes;
containing the three color spots found in the other caps, hence they appear
like a faceted jewel. Fruit Vendors Under a Seawall at Nassau is a study in
color play, achieved by the placement of spots throughout the painting. For
example, the foreground yellow, green and red caps are placed above spots
of color which represent oranges and green peppers, which creates a whirl
of visual effects.

The second painting characteristic is found in the use of foreground
diagonals, which are painted in a medium tan tone. The tan foreground
contains texture and shadows. It is grounded against a lighter midground,
which is the third painting component. The light midground, depicted by
the Seawall, is painted with thick layers. The lighter color of the Seawall
allows the spots of color in the foreground to emerge more clearly.

The fourth color characteristic is found in the pastel background sky.
Tiffany paints the sky a pale blue. In later works, he uses several pastel
colors such as pink and lavender, to fill the sky; however, in this early
work, only one pastel color is present.

Tiffany’s painting method incorporates the use of a thin brown line to
outline objects. In this early painting, the brown outline remains delicately
thin. The thickness of the outline will vary in later works, but this thin
calligraphic brown line remains a Tiffany painting trait, that may have
been borrowed from George Inness. It is evident in the composition of the
tree on the Seawall.

Two distinct painting elements borrowed directly from Samuel
Colman, are present in this painting. The first is a transparent blue grey
shadow, which appears on the wall, cast by the figures and garments. This
trait is not found in Tiffany’s previous works, but it is seen in the early
paintings of Samuel Colman, such as View of the Catskills from Clapeak,
New York.25

The other specific painting trait which Tiffany apparently borrowed
from Colman is found in the tan rocks, which are outlined with a thin
opaque white calligraphic line. This trait may derive from Thomas Cole,
but it is found in many of Colman’s paintings. It is located in the
foreground rocks of Fruit Vendors Under the Seawall at Nassau. These two



painting traits are later transferred into watercolors by both Colman and
Tiffany.

Other painting traits seen in Fruit Vendors Under the Seawall at Nassau
derive directly from French artists. Although the strong sunlight
characterizes the Bahamas, it is also found in Orientalist works of North
Africa. The strong sunlight creates a contrast between light and tree
shadows on the turquoise blue ocean, the light blue sky and brightly lit
Seawall. In its emphasis on lighting techniques, the roughly textured
Seawall recalls the works of Mario Fortuney26, a Spanish artist whose
paintings were exhibited during Tiffany’s 1869 visit to Paris.27

The Seawall is painted with thick white paint, which is a painting
technique found not only in Fortuney’s work, but also in that of the French
Orientalist, Alexander DeCamps. DeCamps Children Near the Fountain of
1848 depicts this textured wall, a common item in Orientalist art.28

Tiffany also borrowed diagonally placed figures from DeCamps. The
figures are placed diagonally which lead the viewer’s eye to the distant
ships.

A small sketch is a later study for the 1870 Fruit Vendors Under the
Seawall at Nassau painting.29 The study alters the positioning of the
figures. It informs the art historian of Tiffany’s painting method which
included the use of red umber painting, a blocking out of objects, such as
the road and Seawall steps, as derived from George Inness, and a high
contrast of light and dark as seen in the figures’ garments. The study is not
as colorful as the final version, yet depicts Tiffany’s painting process and
difficulties first hand.

Differences between the oil painting and sketch include an altering of
the Seawall steps, which illustrates Tiffany’s struggle to create accurate
depth perception. Perhaps this difference resulted from criticism of his
first attempt. The sketch shows the individual steps from a side view and
they are covered by a stone railing. In the finished painting, Tiffany
addresses his difficulty in depth perception by revealing the individual
steps, as they appear to widen at the bottom, at strangely oblique angles.

Tiffany’s Fruit Vendors Under the Seawall at Nassau represents his
first attempt at exotic genre painting. In the sketch, the bosom of the
seated native lady is covered up with white paint. In the finished product,



her bosom is partially exposed, which depicts the first hint of sexuality
found in the female figure, in a Tiffany painting. He always painted
women fully dressed and did not attempt the female until he was over 50
years old.
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